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If this was a story….
We have a:

Narrator: myself from The Union

Hero: Civil Service Commission (and Dept of Health)

Villain: the tobacco industry

Lethal weapon: tobacco

Champions: all government departments, agencies and 
local government units

And of course a plot line: ‘a time of transitions’       



The key players in today’s story….

today’s narrator and 
funding partner to CSC

• The Union is one of the key partner organisations 
implementing the Bloomberg Initiative to Reduce Tobacco 
Use in LMI countries 

• The Civil Service Commission (CSC) has been a grantee of The 
Union (and BI) since 2013

• The work of the CSC in deterring tobacco industry 
interference in government is considered world best practice 
by The Union        



2010-2012

2013-2014

2014-2016

Race Towards a Smoke Free Bureaucracy
(CSC-DOH Project, 2010-2012)

Strengthening the FCTC Article 5.3 
Implementation in the Philippine Bureaucracy
(CSC-The Union Project, 2014-2016)

Race Towards a Tobacco Industry Interference 
Free  Civil Service 
(CSC-The Union Project, 2013-2014)

Civil Service Commission

The key players in this story….



The key players in this story….

Tobacco Industry
The tobacco industry in the Philippines has been referred 
to as the strongest in South East Asia.
K Alechnowicz, S Chapman. (2004),  The Philippine tobacco industry: “the strongest tobacco lobby in Asia”, Tobacco Control 
13:ii71-ii78

And its lethal weapon
Tobacco is the only legally available product that 
when used as intended by the manufacturer, kills 
half of its regular users



The story line..
Tobacco control in a time of transitions

New leadership and change presents an opportunity to:

• Strengthen efforts across government to keep 
bureaucracy free from tobacco industry interference

• Ensure that all government agencies and civil servants 
are fully aware of and compliant with the JMC

• Create a healthier population and workforce that is 
less afflicted by tobacco addiction and disease

• Lead the way in ASEAN region regarding full 
implementation of FCTC including Article 5.3    



But it is not just a story!   

• Tobacco is responsible for more than 6 million deaths 
every year. 

• Low and middle-income countries are most affected 
by the tobacco epidemic = 80% of these highly 
preventable deaths.

• Tobacco places a burden on government and civil 
service via enormous healthcare costs, premature 
death of staff and lost productivity. 



But it is not just a story!   

The poorest Filipino households with a 
family member who smokes, spends 
more than 10% of their income on 
tobacco. 

On the average, Filipino households with 
smokers spend approximately 
Php1,865.40 yearly on cigarettes. 

http://www.wpro.who.int/philippines/publications/module5.pdf

It has been estimated that the Philippines loses  at 
least 148 billion pesos yearly to smoking-related 
diseases and deaths. 



Why do we need to 
keep the tobacco 

industry from 
influencing  

government 
bureaucracy?



1. Tobacco industry is not like other industries

IT SELLS A DEADLY 
PRODUCT

Their product is lethal 
when used as 
intended, and the 
industry knows this



The goals and activities of the tobacco industry are in 
fundamental conflict with the goals of governments to 
promote the wellbeing and health of the population

2. Fundamentally conflicting goals

The goals of tobacco control, 
preventing uptake, maximizing 

cessation and prohibiting smoking 
in public places, directly oppose 

the interests of the tobacco 
industry.



• The World Health Organisation Framework 
Convention on Tobacco Control is a treaty that calls for 
demand and supply reductions to restrict the global 
tobacco epidemic.

• The Philippines ratified the Framework Convention on 
Tobacco Control on the 6th of June 2005.

3.  Philippines is obligated by international 
treaty to counter tobacco industry interference 

in government 



WHO FCTC - Article 5.3

“In setting and implementing 
their public health policies 

with respect to tobacco 
control, Parties shall act to 
protect these policies from 

commercial and other 
vested interests of the 

tobacco industry in 
accordance with national 

law.”



“Despite significant global progress in implementation of 
the WHO FCTC, the degree of progress varies greatly 

across the treaty article and across countries. 

A significant driver of this variance in implementation is 
the tobacco industry, which continues to actively 

interfere with FCTC implementation by seeking, directly 
or indirectly, to defeat, dilute and delay effective tobacco 

control measures.”

Assunta, M, Ulysses Dorotheo, E. 2015, SEATCA Tobacco Industry Interference Index: a tool for measuring implementation of WHO 
Framework Convention on Tobacco Control Article 5.3, Tobacco Control. 

4. Tobacco industry interference undermines 
effectiveness of all tobacco control



So what do we mean by tobacco 
industry interference?



Tobacco Industry Interference refers to a broad 
array of tactics and strategies used by the 

tobacco industry to interfere with the setting 
and implementing tobacco control measures.
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Tobacco Industry Interference 
Examples from Philippines

Sub-national Level



Mighty Corporation 
sponsored buntings 
displayed outdoors 
in a fiesta along 
Brgy. Olympia in 
Makati City despite 
existence of bans on 
outdoor advertising 
and tobacco 
sponsorship



LGU official showing 
appreciation to Philip 
Morris by naming a road 
in Barangay Pantay Bata 
as Philip Morris Street.
A street sign post was 
shown as symbol of the 
city council resolution 



An existing Hope billboard on a sari-sari store was 
suddenly removed by agents of Fortune Tobacco 

preempting what was to be a media event to unveil and 
replace the tobacco ad with an anti-smoking message.



Tobacco Industry 
letters to 
Provincial council 
wanting to be 
included/invited 
to participate in 
public hearings  



Tobacco Industry Interference:
National Level



Award Giving Body

Representative Romero Quimbo with Marikina City 
winner Riel Hilario and President Chris J. Nelson, 
PMFTC, Inc. during the 2011 Philippine Art Awards

2015 Tobacco Photo of the Year. Bright Leaf 
Agricultural Journalism Awards which was 

launched in 2007 by Philip Morris Philippines 
Manufacturing Inc. (PMPMI).



Partnerships, agreements, MOAs

Philip Morris and DENR Declaration of 
Mutual Cooperation (April 2009)

Philip Morris and Bureau of Customs sign MOA on anti-
smuggling (2009)



Partnerships + so-called CSR activities

PMFTC joint declaration with the Technical Education 
and Skills Development Authority to “develop human 
resources” (January 2011)



Donation + so-called CSR activity 

PMFTC President 
Chris Nelson hands 
relief goods to VP 
Binay (as Chair of 
Alay Sa Kawal 
Foundation, Inc.)
For victims of 
Typhoon Sendong 
(31 December 2011)



What is being done in Philippines to 
reduce tobacco industry 

interference in bureaucracy?



The Joint Memorandum Circular(JMC) is:

• a vital instrument of cooperation between two important 
governance agencies; the CSC and the Dept of Health (Ass Comm
Ariel Ronquillo, CSC) 

• a key pillar of efforts to remove tobacco industry interference 
from government 

. “The Philippines’ CSC-DOH JMC2010-01, which limits 
government interactions with the industry and rejects 

partnerships with tobacco companies, is the first of its kind in 
Asia, a result of the CSC’s commitment to protect and promote 

the health of government .”

Assunta, M, Ulysses Dorotheo, E. 2015, SEATCA Tobacco Industry Interference Index: a tool for 
measuring implementation of WHO Framework Convention on Tobacco Control Article 5.3, Tobacco 

Control



Salient Provisions of the CSC-DOH JMC 
2010-01

What every HR 
practitioner and 

civil servant must 
be aware of and 

follow ….



It applies to everyone in and affiliated 
with government

This policy covers all government officials 

and employees, regardless of status, in the 

national or local government including 

government-owned and controlled 

corporations, with original charters, state 

colleges and universities.



The tobacco industry is broadly defined…

TOBACCO INDUSTRY shall refer to organizations, 
entities, associations, and individuals that work for an 

in behalf of the tobacco industry, such as, but not 
limited to, tobacco manufacturers, wholesale 

distributors, importers of tobacco products, tobacco 
retailers, front groups and any other individuals or 
organizations, including but not limited to lawyers, 

scientists and lobbyists that work to further the 
interest of the tobacco industry 



TOBACCO INDUSTRY 
INTERFERENCE refers to a broad 

array of tactics and strategies 
used by the tobacco industry to 

interfere with the setting and 
implementing of tobacco control 

measures

Interference also broadly defined…



PROHIBITIONS under the JMC

4. Financial Interest in the 
Tobacco Industry

5. Accepting other Favors 
Analogous to those 
earlier mentioned

6. Conflict of Interest with 
the Tobacco Industry

7. Engaging in Occupational 
Activity within the 
Tobacco Industry

1. Unnecessary 
Interaction with 
Tobacco Industry

2. Preferential 
Treatment to the 
Tobacco Industry

3. Accepting Gifts, 
Donations and 
Sponsorship 



There are tough CONSEQUENCES OF 
VIOLATION

Any violation shall be considered a ground for disciplinary action 
pursuant to Rule XIV (Discipline) of the Omnibus Rules 

Implementing Book V of Executive Order No. 292

Gravity of offense: can result in  
dismissal (end of career), forfeiture 
of benefits and perpetual 
disqualification from public office 
(cannot re-entry government 
office/service).

HR needs to 
make all 

employees aware 
of this 



The JMC applies whether or not your 
agency has formally adopted it



JMC complements other RELEVANT LAWS

• RA 3019 (Anti-Graft and Corrupt Practices)

• RA 6713 (Code of Conduct and Ethical Standards for 
Public Officials and Employees)

• RA 9211 (Tobacco Regulation Act of 2003)

• Revised Penal Code

(Crimes Committed by Public Officers)

• WHO Framework Convention on Tobacco Control



Raising Awareness

Capacity Building

Institutionalization

Strengthening Partnerships

Enforcement

What the Civil Service Commission (CSC) doing 
to strengthen elimination of tobacco industry 

interference



Raising Awareness



Strengthening the FCTC Article 5.3 
Implementation in the Philippine Bureaucracy 

(CSC-The Union Project, 2014-2016)

Raising Awareness



Strengthening the FCTC Article 5.3 
Implementation in the Philippine Bureaucracy 

(CSC-The Union Project, 2014-2016)

Raising Awareness



Capacity Building

Race Towards a Tobacco Industry Interference 
Free Civil Service

(CSC-The Union Project, 2013-2014)



Capacity Building

Strengthening the FCTC Article 5.3 
Implementation in the Philippine Bureaucracy 

(CSC-The Union Project, 2014-2016)



Institutionalization

CSC practices what it preaches!

Integration of JMC in CSC programs:

1. Program to Institutionalize Meritocracy and Excellence 
in Human Resource Management

2. Smoke Free Portal
3. TEXT CSC (Reporting)
4. Membership of CSC Regional Offices in the DOH-

Regional Tobacco Control Network 



Institutionalization

• Policy adoption by CSC through Career Executive 
Service Board



Gov’t agencies which adopted the JMC:

Institutionalization



Gov’t agencies which adopted the JMC:

Institutionalization



Strengthening Partnerships

STRENGTHENED COLLABORATION WITH SELECTED GOVERNMENT AGENCIES AND CIVIL 
SOCIETY ORGANIZATIONS (CSOs) THROUGH HIGH LEVEL MEETINGS AND NTCC 5.3

Race Towards a Tobacco Industry Interference 
Free  Civil Service

(CSC-The Union Project, 2013-2014)



Strengthening Partnerships

STRENGTHENED ALLIANCE WITH SELECTED GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS
Through high level meetings

Strengthening the FCTC Article 5.3 
Implementation in the Philippine Bureaucracy 

(CSC-The Union Project, 2014-2016)



• All government agencies and officials have 
a role to play in ensuring compliance with 
the JMC

• Violations can also be reported to the CSC  

Enforcement



Knowledge Channel (funded by 
Philip Morris) provided free cable 
service to schools thru DepEd in 
Balanga

Examples of decisions made by agencies to 
stop or block tobacco industry interference…. 



Rejected by

Balanga City LGU

was subsequently rejected 
by Balanga City LGU when 
they renewed the offer to 
provide Knowledge Channel 
to schools.

New letters containing an 
appeal for Balanga to follow 
PTI’s interpretation of 9211 
were ignored.

Examples of decisions made by agencies to 
stop or block tobacco industry interference…. 



Albay Provincial Ordinance Public Hearing.  TI argued for 
indoor smoking areas. 

Attempts by tobacco industry to influence 
smoke-free ordinances 



Rejected
by

Albay Provincial 
LGU & Advocates

The final and approved 
version stipulated that 
smoking areas will only be 
outdoors.

Tobacco Advertising and 
Promotional materials are 
absolutely banned.

Policy covers…
• 3  Cities
• 15 Municipalities



ActionIssue

Enforcement by CSC

Report regarding the invitation to Bureau 
of Internal Revenue (BIR) to attend the 

12th Asia Pacific Tax Forum.

The CSC received a report that the 
International Tax and Investment Center 

(ITIC), (sponsored by the tobacco industry) 
sent an invitation to BIR, to attend the 12th 

Asia Pacific Tax Forum.

CSC Letter dated May 4, 2015

The Dept. of Finance is a tobacco control 
champion, but there is a need to alert the 

advocacy partners regarding the front 
groups which the tobacco industry uses to 

partner with government agencies. The 
CSC wrote a letter to the BIR 

Commissioner, informing the agency that 
the ITIC is a front group of the tobacco 

industry.
The BIR declined the invitation from the 

ITIC.



ActionIssue

Letter from Framework Convention on 
Tobacco Control Alliance Philippines

(Dated February 14, 2012)
The Executive Director of the Framework 
Convention on Tobacco Control Alliance 
Philippines, informed that CSC regarding 

the use of the Philippine International 
Convention Center (PICC) as venue for the 

"ProTobEx ASIA" and the "Inter-tabac ASIA" 
twin events which are considered to be the 

largest tobacco trade fair and gathering 
worldwide for tobacco products and 

smoking accessories.

CSC Letter to Philippine International 
Convention Center 

(Dated June 25, 2012)
The CSC Assistant Commissioner to the 
General Manager of PICC, informing the 
agency that the use of PICC as venue for 

the events of the tobacco industry 
("ProTobEx ASIA" and the "Inter-tabac

ASIA"), would fall within the 
contemplation of prohibited acts under 

the JMC and MC 17. The PICC was 
advised to properly consider the said 

circulars in its dealings with the tobacco 
industry in the future.

EnforcementEnforcement



ActionIssue

Enforcement

Letter from Bureau of Customs
(Dated July 5, 2012)

Commissioner Biazon (BOC) wrote a letter 
to the Civil Service Commission (CSC), 

requesting comment/opinion on whether 
the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) 
which will be entered into by the BOC and 

the Philip Morris International 
Management SA (PMIMSA) will violate the 

JMC

CSC Letter to BOC
(Dated October 15, 2012)

The CSC advised against entering into such 
an agreement with the PMIMSA, as it 

violates Item 3.0 (3.1) of the JMC. The CSC 
recommended for the BOC to secure the 

support of the Armed Forces of the 
Philippines, Philippine National Police, the 
Philippine Coast Guard, National Bureau of 
Investigation and other law enforcement 

agencies in its fight against illegal 
smuggling. The BOC conformed to the 

recommendation of the CSC and did not 
accept any partnership with the tobacco 
industry, given the opinion of the CSC.



How does Philippines efforts to 
reduce tobacco industry 

interference stack up 
internationally?



The JMC 2010-01 is globally 
recognized as the first policy of its 
kind, which enjoins civil servants to 
uphold integrity and transparency in 
dealing with the tobacco industry. It 
aims to protect the independence and 
integrity of public officials/employees; 
and enable them to develop and 
implement sound tobacco control 
measures.

Is often praised as an example for 
other countries to emulate



“Philippines and Thailand are doing better than other 
countries in instituting measures to restrict tobacco 
industry interaction.”

“As recommended in the FCTC Article 5.3 Guidelines, one 
way to de-normalise the tobacco industry is through a 
code of conduct for officials when dealing with the 
tobacco industry.”
Assunta, M, Ulysses Dorotheo, E. 2015, SEATCA Tobacco Industry Interference Index: a tool for measuring 
implementation of WHO Framework Convention on Tobacco Control Article 5.3, Tobacco Control. 

Recognition for Philippines efforts in the 
published literature



Countries where The Union has supported implementation of 
FCTC Article 5.3

The 
Philippines 

http://www.tobaccofreeunion.org/index.php/where-we-work/priority-countries



But much more remains to be 
done, and these times of 

transition present a compelling 
opportunity to do so…. 



Much more to be done…. 

“A best practice policy means nothing if it is 
not fully implemented”   

AssCom Ronquillo on the JMC, 23 May 2016)



Much more to be done…. 

There is an urgent need for:
• Greater awareness and implementation of JMC by 

all government agencies, officials and employees
• increased citizen engagement about the issues of 

tobacco industry interference, and their advocacy 
for compliance

• More monitoring of compliance and reporting of 
violations – at all levels, including LGUs



And have to stay alert… 

The ‘form’ that interference takes is often 
shifting… hence need to be on alert     

“Tobacco companies have in recent years increased their CSR 
spending in the ASEAN REGION. Philip Morris International 
increased its charitable spending in the ASEAN region from 

US$8.2 million in 2009 to US$10.2 million in 2012. In the 
Philippines and Thailand, Philip Morris International more than 

doubled its spending”

Assunta, M, Ulysses Dorotheo, E. 2015, SEATCA Tobacco Industry Interference Index: a tool for measuring implementation of WHO 
Framework Convention on Tobacco Control Article 5.3, Tobacco Control. 



1. Empower the sub-national offices in implementing 
the JMC. Inclusion of the JMC, as well as the MC 
17, in the following local programs of CSC is 
instrumental to heighten campaign against TII: 

• Regional Convention of Human Resource 
Management Practitioners

• Public Service Ethics and Accountability Courses

• Quarterly Meetings of the Council of Human Resource 
Management Practitioners

Current focal strategies for 
CSC to ‘do more’



2. Provide avenues for agency officials and
employees to participate in the tobacco control
agenda of the government

3. Cultivate partnership with youth groups and other
sectors among the public, to steer citizen
engagement for the advocacy. This may be done
through consultation meeting and campaign
programs



4. Removing tobacco industry from IACT in line
with the implementation of Article 5.3 and the
JMC

5. Strengthen the monitoring and reporting 
mechanism on the sub-national level, in 
coordination with the DOH-Regional Tobacco 
Control Network



Recap: why does HR have a critical role to play?

• Deaths from tobacco often occur during the productive years of life, 
depleting a nation’s workforce- want a healthy and productive civil service. 

• Onus on HR to ensure all employees and officials are aware AND compliant

• HR has role to ensure Interactions with the tobacco industry should be 
limited by establishing necessary measures and ensuring transparency in 
case this happens 

• Conflicts of interest for government officials and employees should be 
avoided

• Government officials and employees are encouraged to report



How can HR Practitioners help?



JMC Adoption  

Check if your agency has 
adopted JMC

If so, is it being 
fully implemented?

Otherwise, check 
if your agency is 

complying

If not, encourage your 
agency to get on 

board

How is it being implemented? 
Are interactions documented? 

Are they reported to CSC?



If CSCRO dismisses the 
complaint for lack of prima 
facie case, file a petition for 

review with the Commission.

Was there a violation of joint 
memorandum  circular no. 2010-01?

File a complaint

Issue a show cause order

Conduct a preliminary investigation

Issue a formal charge

Conduct a formal investigation

Decide the case

Motion for Reconsideration (MR)

Appeal to CSC

Appeal to CA/SC

End

Dismiss if there is no prima 
facie case

File a complaint



• Even anonymous complaints about violations 
of JMC or tobacco industry interference in 
government are taken seriously and 
investigated by CSC





So to revisit: If this was a story….
The story needs more: 

Narrator: myself from The Union

Hero: Civil Service Commission (and Dept of Health)

Villain: the tobacco industry

Lethal weapon: tobacco

Champions: all government departments, agencies and 
local government units

in this ‘ time of transitions’       



Tobacco control in a time of transitions

New leadership and change presents an opportunity to:

• Strengthen efforts across government and the civil 
service to keep bureaucracy free from tobacco industry 
interference

• Ensure that all government agencies and civil servants 
are fully aware of and compliant with the JMC

• Create a healthier population and workforce that is less 
afflicted by tobacco addiction and disease

• Lead the way in ASEAN region regarding full 
implementation of FCTC including Article 5.3    



http://www.csc.gov.ph

Trunkline: (02) 931-8095 loc. 461; 
(02) 932-0111 (CSC Hotline)

Mobile: 0917-8398272 (TEXT CSC)

Email address:
tobaccocontrolpmu@csc.gov.ph/
smokefreereports@csc.gov.ph

http://www.csc.gov.ph/
mailto:tobaccocontrolpmu@csc.gov.ph
mailto:smokefreereports@csc.gov.ph


Questions?

Discussion please! 


